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 SPECIAL SUBJECTS
 
Contains, m addition to the 156 colored maps, 6 out-
line mipc, *ind descuptive text for each map Index of
places
Kaipmski, Louis Charles. Bibliography
of the printed maps of Michigan, 1804-
1880, with a series of ovei 100 repieduc-
tions of maps constituting an historical
atlas of the Gieat lakes and Michigan . .
including discussions of Michigan maps
and map-makers, by W. L Jenks Lan-
sing, Michigan hist commission, 1931
2v, * e text and atlas 23cm Giatis to
membeis	912774
Paulhn, Charles Oscar, and Wright, J K
Atlas of the historical geography of the
United States [Wash & NY] Pub
jointly by Carnegie inst and the Amer.
geographical soc , 1932 xvp , 162p , 688
maps (part col) on 166 pi 36cm [Car-
negie mst Pub 401] $15	911
Ihe first adequate atlas of American history \uth good
maps and descriptive text for each, indispensable in any
library doing much work in United States history Maps
cover the following mam subjects Natural environment,
Cartography, 1492-1867, Indians, 1567-1930, Explora-
tions, Settlement, population and towns, 1650-1790,
States, territories and cities, 1790-1930, Population,
1790-1930, Colleges, universities and churches, 1773-
1890, Bound uies, 1607-1927, Political parties and opin-
ion, 1788-1930, Political, social and educational reforms,
1775-1931, Industries and transportation, 1620-1931,
Foreign commerce, 1701-1929, Distribution of wealth,
1799-1928, Plans of cities, 1775-1S03, Military history,
1689-1919, Pobsessions and territorial claims of the
United States, also certain mihtaiy opeiations and
grounds formerly frequented (ca 1815-1860) by American
whalers Index
"The first major historical atlas of the United States
and probably the most comprehensive work of its kind
that has yet been published for any country "—Intro-
duction by J K! Wright, Librarian of the Ameiican
geographical society
GEOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL
Berghaus' physikalischer atlas; 75 kar-
ten in sieben abteilungen, enthaltend 514
darstelltmgen Vollstandig neu bearb 3
ausg. Gotha, Perthes, 1892 85p 75 fold
maps 38cm o p.	551
Contains seven atlases, as follows Atlas der geologic,
1S92, M22 10, Atlas der hydrographie, 1891, M1780,
Atlas der meteorologie, 1887, M19 20, Atlas der erdmag-
netismus, 1891, M915, Atlas der pflanzenverbreitung,
1887. M1345, Atlas der tierverbreitung, 1887, M1490,
A.tlas der volierkunde, 1892, M23 55
 Lobecks Armin Kohl. Atlas of American
geology N Y , Geographical pr , Colum-
bia univ, 1932 92 numb 1 il , maps,
cliagis 29cm $125	5573
Printed by offset process
U S Geological survey Geologic atlas
of the United States Wash , Geolog sui-
vey, 1894-1934 nos.1-225 56cm	5573
Issued in parts called folios Each folio includes topo-
graphic, geologic, economic and structural maps of a
"quadrangle" or small section of the country, together
with other illustrations and a general desciiption For
complete list of folios, puces, etc , see U S Geological
survey, Publications, latest ed
—	Woild atlas  of commeicial geology
Wash, Geolog   survey, 1921   v 1-2   pi,
maps, tables  27x35cm  pt 1, $2, pt2, $1
553
pt 1, Distribution of mineral production, pt 2, Water
power of the \vorld
BIBLIOGRAPHY
U S. Library of Congress List of geo-
giaphic atlases in the Libraiy Comp
by P L Phillips Wash, Govt pr off,
1909-20 4v 25cm $485	016912
The mun part, v 1-2, is a catalog, arranged by local-
ity, of 3,265 atlases, giving for each full descriptions and
contents Volume 2 contains an author list and a minute
analytical index which, as it refers to single maps listed
in the contents notes, is of great reference value for
astci taming in what atlases unutaial or early maps are
to be found Volume 3 (1914) is a supplementary vol-
ume which lists the titles added to the collection since
1909 and contains also a minute alphabetical index and
an author list, thifa latter including references to vol-
umes 1-2 also, and forming a complete checklist to the
whole collection of some 4,000 atlases Volume 4 is an-
other supplement \\hich lists titles acquired 1914-20 and
contains an index and a combined author list for the 4
volumes This author list is also printed separately, see
following entry
—	Author list of the geographical atlases
m the Library .     Enl and rev ed comp
under the  direction  of  P   L   Phillips
Wash, Govt pr off, 1920 clxm p 25cm
Repr from v 4 of its List of geographical atlases
—	Check list of large scale maps pub-
lished  by  foreign  governments   (Great
Britain excepted) in the Library of Con-
giess Comp under the direction of P L
Phillips   Wash, Govt   pr   off, 1904   58
numb. L 25cm	016.912

